One of the important research works is corporate partnering and reliance on various forms of external collaboration. Although many researchers have focused on the knowledge-based work to help firms collaborate and share their knowledge, few have comprehensively considered the structure of network and cooperative strategies. Our paper differentiates three situations of innovation, and simulates the actions of cooperation between firms with different life cycles in industry cluster with the scale-free network structure. The simulation results show that (a) when the industry cluster develops, firms' absorbability also is growing, but the behaviors of cooperation do not always increase as firms' absorbability grows. Sometimes they exhibit inverted U-shape, Ushape, or liner trend. (b) Firms will cooperate to share their information or knowledge automatically if the payoff of the innovation is bigger. (c) The incentive policy does encourage the cooperation between the firms, but the incentive policy about compensation with each cooperation action is more effective than with the periodic fixed incentive.
Introduction
There has been unprecedented growth in corporate partnering and reliance on various forms of external collaboration [1] [2] [3] . Strategic alliances are increasingly necessary to support innovative activities [4] . These various types of interfirm alliances take on many forms, ranging from R&D partnerships to equity joint ventures to collaborative manufacturing to complex comarketing arrangements [5] . Numerous studies find that geographical proximity tends to facilitate innovation [6] [7] [8] . The interfirm cooperation can be extremely effective in increasing the circulation of tacit knowledge and in creating possibilities for a firm to acquire knowledge outside its boundaries and also facilitates development of capabilities within target organizations to manage the process of innovation [9] .
Industrial clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and organizations which cooperate but may also compete with each other. The studies on clusters date back to Marshall's external economies. Following Marshall, Arrow [10] analyzed the nature of invention and technological advance and Romer [11] further developed specialization.
In 1990, Harvard Business School Professor Michael Porter examined industrial clusters from the perspective of business strategy and discussed the national and regional competitiveness. In consequence, cluster economies became a target for public policy [12] . A strand of studies has recognized the importance of the dynamics of clusters, while many earlier studies concentrated on the participants and advantages of a cluster. And also studies have emphasized the importance of networks of innovators and spatial proximity to explain the phenomenon of clustering [13, 14] .
Recent studies confirmed the contribution of inventors' mobility to knowledge transfer within geographical clusters and began to study the role of social networks. The structure of network may emerge many forms with the development of the industry cluster. Small-world model is often seen as the major contending models for ubiquitous type of network. Another model is the scale-free network. Barabási and Albert [15] proposed scale-free network models as congruent to some of the more ubiquitous forms of centralization in networks. Many applications of the models have been made, including interfirm alliance formation and joint ventures and emergence of industry clusters, organizational learning, 2 Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society knowledge evolvement, dynamic capabilities' extending, and innovation mechanism [16] [17] [18] .
With the development of industrial cluster, some large enterprise groups emerge, and many small and mediumsized enterprises are small. They prefer to link with the large enterprise access to information, resources, markets, and technologies. With the network evolution, the network structure of industrial cluster is the scale-free network. And it emerges in many places in China. So study issues in the scale-free network will be meaningful. Now there are some works exploring various aspects on the evolution in complex networks; see [19] [20] [21] . The existence of cooperationpromoting feedback mechanisms that are rooted deep into the interaction structure is indisputably accepted.
However, there is little explicit examination of the cooperation strategies in cluster network. As to the research of cooperative strategy, many scientists from different fields often resort to game theory, especially that of the Prisoner's Dilemma Game (PDG) with an evolutionary context [22] [23] [24] [25] , as a common mathematical framework for investigating the dilemma of cooperation between individuals. And many efforts have been made to understand the conditions that can enable cooperative behavior to emerge and persist [26] [27] [28] . It is found that several strategies with memory, such as "tit-for-tat" [29] and "win stay and lose shift" [30] , can enhance the cooperation. But previous works mainly ignore connecting the heterogeneity of firms' capability, strategy, and the structure of innovation network.
So the purpose of this paper will consider both the structure of innovation network and the heterogeneity of firms' capability and includes examining how the different strategies evolve and what is the appropriate various incentives police under different situations of innovation in the cluster.
The Model
We begin with a schematic description of the model, before giving the technical details of the parameterization of the network architecture and the situations of innovation, agents' capability distribution, and incentive policies. We are interested in the effects of the cooperation strategies evolvement and the effects of incentive policies.
Basic Payoff Matrix.
For the original PDG, a two-playerstwo-strategies game, each player chooses one of the two available strategies, cooperation, or defection. Adopting the method of Yang's article [28] , assuming that each piece of information or knowledge has equal value or utility and that any player has some knowledge that others have not, we can simplify the payoff matrix in accordance with common practice: a cooperator receives + when playing with a cooperator and − when playing with a defector, while a defector earns 0 when playing with a defector and against a cooperator (as shown in Table 1 ). Here the effect of sharing knowledge consists of three components , , and :
(1) the basic value of information and knowledge for receivers, denoted by , where ≥ 0; (2) the synergetic value describing the degree to which each agent gains because of the mutual information and knowledge transfer or sharing, represented by , where ≥ 0; (3) the perceived utility loss describing the degree to which each agent perceives the negative utility from the information and knowledge sharing activity due to the transfer of monopolistic knowledge, denoted by − ; ≥ 0.
Three Situations of Innovation in Cooperation.
After Schumpeter, according to whom technical knowledge is acquired both through invention and innovation [31] , economists identified several kinds of innovations within technical change [32] [33] [34] according to the differentiation of innovation strength, mainly classified as incremental innovation and radical innovation [35] . And not all cooperation can give rise to innovation in the cooperation. So here we consider three types of situations which are incremental innovation, radical innovation, and no innovation. Since we have different values for the parameters, we can have different results. But we just want to get the relationship between the behavior of cooperation and the development of the cluster, the evolution trend of the strategies, and the effects of incentive of polices. The size of the parameter selection does not have much of an impact on our simulation results; we pay attention to the relative size of the parameter selection. So we consider three types of payoff matrix.
(1) Situation I (no innovation): = 5, = 2, and = 0. In other words, first assume no synergy effect on Payoff matrix. (2) Situation II (incremental innovation): = 5, = 2, and = 2. Assume a little synergy effect on innovation, producing the incremental effect on innovation. (3) Situation III (radical innovation): = 5, = 2, and = 5. That is, the knowledge sharing might spark some new knowledge, producing the radical effect on innovation.
The Capability of Sharing and Absorbing Knowledge.
When firms cooperate to exchange and share knowledge or resources, if not always explicit, the ability to exploit external knowledge is also a critical component of innovative capabilities [36, 37] . On the bases of industry life of industrial cluster [38] , the cluster developments were divided into three stages: introductory stage, growth stage, and maturity stage. In the early stage of the development of industry clusters, the firms' absorption capacity is weak. With the knowledge absorption, technology innovations continue to occur and the firms' absorption capacity is growing [18] . Capabilities of firms in the cluster were used as probability distribution functions; three types of firms' capabilities were investigated in the stage of development of cluster.
(1) Stage I (stupid distribution): Stage I is introductory stage. The capabilities of the cluster members would be assumed as Beta probability distribution with = 2 and = 4. It is a right-skewed distribution with mainly stupid members.
(2) Stage II (normal distribution): Stage II is growth stage. The capabilities of the cluster members is assumed to be a normal probability distribution with (mean) = 0.5 and 2 (variance) = 0.16. The firms' capabilities of knowledge sharing ( ) and absorption ( ) in different stages of the development of the cluster obey the different distribution which affect the firm's payoff of cooperation and might influence firm's behaviors. We assume the capabilities of firms affect and and the synergy effect of is affected by the mean of both firms' capabilities in the cooperation. So the payoff matrix is seen in Table 2 . Table 3 , the payoff matrix is calculated given that a firm would be reward a positive incentive, denoted by I. The following three incentive policies were designed to explore the effectiveness of incentive policies on cooperation in the long terms. The degrees of incentives are implicitly degrees of risk premium for knowledge sharing by actors:
The Incentive Policies. As is shown in
(1) no rewards: no incentive is provided for firm's cooperation;
(2) incentive I: rewards to each action of firm's cooperation. If a firm cooperates, it obtains a reward immediately. The reward is partly compensated for a firm's perceived loss due to sharing technology and knowledge with others, based on an algorithm that randomly assigns a floating-point number between 0 and 2 (depicted as [0, 2]); (3) incentive II: periodic rewards, if the ratio of sharing knowledge actions of an individual exceeds 50% within three periods, then the firm is rewarded. Assume that the firm gets partly compensates which is the mean of a floating-point number between 0 and 2 (depicted as [0, 2]).
Firms' Strategies.
In the simulation, an agent adopts a strategy, which includes the rules responding to the opponent behaviors. Referring to the literature [28] [29] [30] , four strategies (named uncooperative, cooperative, mistrustful, and tit-fortat in the following) were adopted in this experiment to investigate the effects on the agent behavior and performance of cluster cooperation frequencies:
(1) uncooperative: firms never share their knowledge with their opponents, irrespective of the actions adopted by opponents;
(2) cooperative: firms always share their knowledge with their opponents, regardless of the actions adopted by the opponents; (3) mistrustful: firms initially do not share their knowledge with their opponents and later follow the action of opponents; (4) tit-for-tat: firms initially share their knowledge with their opponents and later follow the action of their opponents.
Assuming that each agent has a memory of only one period memory, that is, it can only remember its opponent's behavior in the previous interaction, the combination of four strategies were applied to simulate the tendency of mutual trus tamong firms.
Mechanism of Learning and Adaptation.
Given that all agents could observe their opponents' strategies and average payoff after a period of time, agents might adapt their strategies by comparing the average payoffs with their opponents. If one agent gains the largest average payoff, then other agents might, but not necessarily, with the assigned probability 20%, learn the winner's strategy. Agents would imitate the best-performing strategy among their opponents in the experiment. 
Experimental Results
All the simulations below are carried out on BA scale-free network with network size = 400 and 0 = = 3. The BA scale-free network which is generated by the rules of "growth" and "preferential attachment": starting from 0 fully connected nodes, at every step a new node is added with edges that link to different existing nodes in such a way that the probability of being connected to the existing node is proportional to its degree.
Initially, different strategies are randomly distributed among the firms. The simulations consider three situations of innovation, the combination of behavioral strategies, capabilities in different stages, and incentive policies. Each parameter configuration was simulated repeatedly for 10 runs for taking up noises as possible, due to the differentiation of random exogenous parameters. In each run, the model was run for 100 periods and each agent would meet each opponent 4 times in each period. When interacting with other firms, the agent could recognize previous interactions, and remembered some aspects of previous outcomes. Firms would eventually adapt their own strategies for comparing average payoff with their opponents. The equilibrium frequencies of firms' behavior actions, strategies, and payoff were collected for each run. Finally, the average values of these variables were obtained for each parameter configuration.
We investigate the frequencies of cooperators' strategy in each situation of innovation and compare different incentives in the system.
The Evolvement of the Agents' Strategies in Situation I of
Innovation. When cooperation between firms has no synergy effect on innovation, firms only share and absorb other cooperators' knowledge. Through simulation of the game theory, we can see average frequency of different strategy agents at the end of ten runs and the behavior of average value at the end of cooperation and noncooperation actions of ten runs.
As demonstrated in Figures 1(a)-1(c) , when there are no incentives, firms in the cluster tend to tit-for-tat strategy in each stage of cluster development. Second is the cooperative strategy. The uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy account for only a small part. And an interesting observation was that the behavior of cooperation and the development of the cluster were U shaped relationship. And the dominance of cooperative strategy is negative to the development of the cluster (shown in Table 4 ).
In Figures 1(d)-1(f) , the firms in the cluster were partly compensated for the loss; due to sharing technology and knowledge with others, the compensation was a floatingpoint number between 0 and 2. The cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster, followed by mistrustful strategy. The uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy account for only a small part also. But the behavior of cooperation becomes slightly worse with the development of the cluster (shown in Table 4 ).
In Figures 1(g )-1(i), when the ratio of sharing knowledge actions of a firm exceeds 50% within three periods, the firm gets partly compensation which is the mean of a floatingpoint number between 0 and 2 (depicted as [0, 2]). With the development of the cluster the tit-for-tat strategy increasingly dominates other strategies in the cluster. The cooperative strategy is just the opposite. The uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy account for a small part which is a bit bigger than in the past. And the convergence speed is slowing down in this stage. The behavior of cooperation and the development of the cluster were inverted U shaped relationship also (shown in Table 4 ). Now an interesting observation was found; the incentive policy about compensating for each action increased the adoption of cooperative strategy and frequencies of cooperation in the cluster, even partly compensation for firms. But firms with the periodic fixed incentive policy could not suppress the number of agents with mistrustful and uncooperative strategies, even worse than no incentives. The reason for this can be showed by the convergence speed. Agents with the incentive for each action would easily change their initial strategy and attract other agents with worse performance to follow their behaviors. Hence, contrasting with the cases in which all players were with the incentive policy about compensating for each action, more cooperation occurred in these cases.
The Evolvement of the Agents' Strategies in Situation II of
Innovation. This part analyzes the condition in which cooperation between firms can generate incremental innovation. Through simulation of the game theory, we can also see average frequency of different strategies and average value of cooperation and noncooperation actions.
As demonstrated in Figures 2(a)-2(c) , when cooperation can generate incremental innovation, the cooperative strategy and tit-for-tat strategy dominate other strategies in the cluster. In the beginning development of the cluster, firms in the cluster tend to select tit-for-tat strategy more than cooperative strategy. But with the development of cluster the cooperative strategy increasingly dominates other strategies in the cluster. The uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy account for only a small part always. The behavior of cooperation becomes slightly better with the development of cluster (shown in Table 5 ). In Figures 2(d)-2(f) , the firms in the cluster were partly compensated for the loss. The compensation was a floating-point number between 0 and 2. The cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster, followed by mistrustful strategy. But with the development of cluster the number of tit-for-tat strategy increases and the gap is gradually narrowing. And the uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy have hardly any number. The behavior of cooperation becomes slightly better with the development of cluster (shown in Table 5 ).
In Figures 2(g)-2 (i), when firms were compensated with periodic fixed incentive, the tit-for-tat strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster, followed by cooperative strategy. And with the development of cluster both of them increase (shown in Table 5 ). The uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy are just the opposite and account for only a small part. The behavior of cooperation becomes slightly better with the development of cluster (shown in Table 5 ). Similarly, an interesting observation was that the incentive policy about compensating for each action increased the adoption of cooperative strategy and frequencies of cooperation in the cluster. But firms with the periodic fixed incentive policy could not suppress the number of agents with mistrustful and uncooperative strategies, and sometimes even worse than no incentives.
The Evolvement of the Agents' Strategies in Situation III
of Innovation. This part analyzes the condition in which cooperation between firms can generate radical innovation. As demonstrated in Figures 3(a)-3(c) , when there is no Discrete Dynamics in Nature and Society incentive, the cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster, followed by tit-for-tat strategy. But the gap between them and the development of the cluster have an inverted U-shaped relationship. The uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy account for only a small part always three stages. The behavior of cooperation becomes better with the development of cluster (shown in Table 6 ).
In Figures 3(d)-3(f) , the firms in the cluster were partly compensated for the loss; the compensation was a floatingpoint number between 0 and 2. The cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster, followed by tit-fortat strategy. And the uncooperative strategy and mistrustful strategy have hardly any number. This kind of situation has lasted for three stages. As to the behavior of cooperation, nearly all the firms are willing to cooperate (shown in Table 6 ).
In Figures 3(g)-3 (i), when firms were compensated with periodic fixed incentive, the distribution of different strategies is similar to the second case, as well as the behavior of cooperation (shown in Table 5 ).
The incentive policy about compensation for each action increased the adoption of cooperative strategy and frequencies of cooperation in the cluster, as well as the compensation with the periodic fixed incentive. But the policy with the periodic fixed incentive is a little worse than the policy with the compensation for each action.
The Evolvement of the Agents' Strategies in Different
Situations of Innovation. When cooperation between firms was no incentive to compensate, the cooperative strategy and tit-for-tat strategy dominate other strategies in the cluster in each situation of innovation. As the payoff of the innovation is growing, the other two strategies are becoming more scarce and the cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster (Figures 1(a)-1(c), 2(a)-2(c), and 3(a)-3(c) ). Also the behavior of cooperation becomes better (shown in Tables 4-6) .
When the firms in the cluster were partly compensated for the loss, the compensation was a floating-point number between 0 and 2. The cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster, followed by mistrustful strategy Similar to the situation of no incentive policy, when the firms were compensated with periodic fixed incentive, the cooperative strategy and tit-for-tat strategy dominate other strategies in the cluster in each type of innovation. As the payoff of the innovation is growing, the other two strategies are becoming more scarce and the cooperative strategy dominates other strategies in the cluster (Figures 1(g)-1 (i), 2(g)-2(i), and 3(g)-3(i)). Also the behavior of cooperation becomes better (shown in Tables 4-6).
Discussion and Conclusion
At the beginning of this paper, we raised a question about the contribution of the innovation network structure and the heterogeneity of firms' capability to the behaviors of cooperation in the cluster. Previous researches mainly focus on the strategies' effect on cooperation or the network structure influence on the effects of tacit knowledge transfer. But the relationship between network structure and the strategies' effect on cooperation had not been examined directly. Also the different stage of cluster development and different incentive policies had not been considered. We focused on a typical network structure, the scale-free network, and examined the strategies' effect on cooperation in this network. The evidence indicated that network structure influence the behaviors of cooperation, compared with Yang's article. The findings are important because they clarify and extend past research. The findings clarify and extend our understanding of the theory of industrial cluster. Previous research has emphasized the importance of different network structures effects on the transfer of codified knowledge in the cluster. We test the scalefree network structure influence on the behaviors of cooperation in different development stages of industrial cluster. With the development of industry cluster, the strategies adopted by firms are constantly evolving. But different industry cluster has different network structure, so the evolvement of strategies is different. And the development stages of industrial clusters with different network structure also affect the behavior of cooperation. This paper has only studied the typical scale-free network structure. So to understand the relationship between the network structure and the behavior of cooperation is meaningful.
The findings also provide some insight into how incentive policies can affect the behavior of cooperation. If we wish to encourage firms to cooperate and share their knowledge, then the best incentive policy is to reward each action of knowledge sharing. Because cooperative strategy dominated other strategies, the climate will be more trustworthy in cluster. The incentive policies influence on the behavior of cooperation will be affected by industrial clusters with different network structure, also with different development stages.
To conclude, our paper differentiates three situations of innovation and simulates the actions of cooperation between firms with different life cycles in industry cluster. Considering the real situation of the industrial cluster network, there is a very important network structure, the scale-free network. The simulations produce the following interesting findings.
(1) When the industry cluster develops, firms' absorbability also is growing, but the behavior of cooperation does not always increase as firms' absorbability grows. Sometimes they exhibit inverted U-shape, U-shape, or liner trend. (2) Firms will cooperate to share their information or knowledge automatically if the payoff of the innovation is bigger. (3) The policy of compensation for each cooperation action is more effective than the policy of compensation for periodic fixed incentive.
However, this study still has certain limitations. The setup of our model is comparatively simple while that of the cooperation between firms in the cluster for innovation in real life is much more complex. Therefore, the priority of our future study will focus on a model whose setup is even closer to the one in real life, which could include considering the products competition, ego satisfaction, the motivations of sharing knowledge, and so forth. And also some real network structure will be studied by some survey method, since the network structure is really important to the evolution process.
